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Since it’s early 80’s induction the South Mountain Freeway Loop 202 has always been proposed as a con-
necter for the I-10 in the southeast valley with the West Valley. When we look at the purpose of I-10 we see a 
trail of trade sprawling North from Mexico City, Mexico to Edmonton, Canada (see fig.___). Officially known 
as the CANAMEX  Corridor- part of a larger system of roads referred to as “The Corridors of the Future”. The 
Corridors of the Future are the roadways that/will facilitate the movement of goods for Trade agreements such 
as The Central America’s Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA) and the North American Free Trade Agreement 
(NAFTA).

NAFTA passed in 1994, lowered trade regulations to “boost” the shipment of goods from South to North 
America. Soon After the passing of NAFTA a lack of funding put Loop 202 on hold. Then the National High-
way Systems Designation Act of 1995 defined and designated the CANAMEX Corridor as a “high-priority”. 
This brings us to the 1996 authorization of the “Borderlands Study” (an internal GRIC study). In 1998 we see 
the results of the Borderlands study used to develop the “GRIC alignment. In the time span of four years we see 
a clear and organized use of international law to push for increased colonization of indigenous people and their 
land followed by the infrastructure to sell it quicker.  
 
What is the sun Corridor?

The corridor that Loop 
202 is a part of is also 
factored into a smaller 
corridor called “the Sun 
Corridor”. The Sun Cor-
ridor is based on the idea that in the near future many parts of North America will form “Mega-regions” which 
are expected to include a conglomerate of multiple cities interlocking economic, ecological, and transportation 
systems with shared natural resources and interests. For instances: rapidly urbanizing the area between Casa 
Grande and Phoenix to eventually become one in the same.

Unless we pull our communities together, firmly say no and begin to organize against the Loop 202, before 
our eyes we will see these “Mega-regions” come true. 

Currently NAFTA and the CANAMEX Corridor facilitate the shipments of goods made in maquiladoras, (a 
manufacturing plant generally in Central to South America that imports materials to be assembled under lower 
health and environmental standards at a cheaper price to be exported elsewhere for sale), as well as materials 
violently extracted from stolen Indigenous lands in “South America” through the ever more increasingly milita-
rized land of the Tohono O’odham and up the I-10. If ADOT has their way these “goods will literally be profit 
driven through South Mountain up to Canada. 

on the environmental impaCt statement 
Why hasn’t their been an extensive Environmental Impact Statement Report produced by ADOT? Better 

yet why has ADOT insisted on pressuring the Gila River Indian Community to “accept” a route prior to the EIS 
being completed? What facts would surface pertaining to how such a freeway would impact the communities 
along the proposed route?

The fact of the matter is if you go to the official ADOT South Mountain Freeway page you will see that 
EISR has been the “next step” in the process-for years. It is not coincidence yet rather convenience that ADOT 
is attempting to and successfully “side stepping” the release of such a report. Upon completion, would the report 
be upfront about the ever-lasting compromises air quality within the southwest valley it would bring. According 
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to the 43rd Avenue air monitor this area has registered the highest particulate matter readings). 
Is there any way to truly measure the impacts that an approximately 40 stories high and 200 yards wide blast 

into a mountain will have on the community, culture and natural environment?
When asked about environmental impacts in meetings members of MAG have been noted to say that the 

area on South Mountain that would be affected is to small for any large animals to actively habitat. While re-
search has repeatedly shown that numerous animal species thrive off of this area. Contrary to what many MAG 
members believe the Mexican Spotted Owl, Mountain lions and more than 30 different fish species call South 
Mountain their home.

If research were to be done for an EISR it is important to consider who would be the doing so. In the case of 
Loop 202 it is the International engineering firm HDR. HDR has a large role within the South Mountain study 
team. HDR is the main firm that deals with many of ADOT’s EISR’s. They are also usually paid to design most 

infrastructure systems within 
Phoenix. Basically HDR is com-
pleting an amazing no interfer-
ence-balancing act of next-to-
no-one checking their work.

What else does HDR do 
around the world?

The company’s roots are 
buried deep within the military 
complex. Since the 1930s’ Com-
pany founder H.H. Henningson 
has been filling contracts with 
the US Army, Air Force and 
Navy. HDR has such a close 
connection with the US military 
that they have been awarded 
contracts to design air bases in 
even Newfoundland and Green-
land.

Now HDR holds the power 
of deciding what environmental 
devastation plays out in the devel-
opment of Loop 202. Does this 
sound like a company you would 
entrust your sacred place too?

WHAT FACTS 
WOULD SURFACE 
PERTAINING TO 
HOW SUCH A 
FREEWAY WOULD 
IMPACT THE 
COMMUNITIES 
ALONG THE PRO-
POSED ROUTE?



THE CONSPIRACY OF PROGRESS            

THE MIRAGE                   &
The following is a text which focuses on the current status of the proposed Loop 202 project of the Arizona 
Department of Transportation.  The conspiracy of progress was contributed by the Phoenix Class War Council. 
The Mirage was contributed by Strongholdz Media.            

The frame-up of the Akimel O’odham and Maricopa communities of the Gila River Indian Community 
(GRIC) is in full effect. For over thirty years, city and state planners have tried to fund a section of the Loop 202 
freeway that would extend from Chandler to Laveen on the south side of South Mountain. They did this know-
ing full well that the communities in Gila River have opposed the construction of any freeway on or near the 
reservation. In particular, the residents of District Six, who would be most impacted by a freeway due to their 
immediate proximity to the proposed Loop 202, have already drafted a resolution against any freeway construc-
tion, as did the tribal council back in 2005.

Now GRIC residents and tribal members have to go to the polls on February 7 to show that, for the third 
time, the tribe wants no freeway. There have been three proposals for the freeway, an alignment through Ah-
watukee that would mean for the destruction of some of the western side of South Mountain; a path through 
GRIC that would place the freeway, the toxic pollution, and the noise near villages; or the “No-Build” align-
ment which, despite the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT)’s best effort to conceal, is still a viable 
option. It is still possible that the freeway will never be built.

The belief held by the business, political, and civic leaders is that this growth is good, it’s unstoppable, and 
everyone can benefit. Pay no mind to the major implications the freeway and accompanying development will 
have on the air, the land, the wildlife, and the people who live not only in Gila River, but nearby Laveen, Chan-
dler, and Ahwatukee.

With just under one month until the proposed Loop 202 freeway extension goes to a vote in GRIC, the 
Arizona Republic editorial board has written one of the most unabashed attacks on the residents of GRIC. In an 
editorial titled “Gila River tribe should vote to allow freeway on its land” the Republic’s board contends that the 
benefits of the proposed 22 mile, eight lane, 1.9 billion dollar project outweigh any of the perceived drawbacks. 
If the Republic editorial is a rallying call to the Akimel O’odham residents of GRIC, and the original inhabit-
ants of this land, it is an utter failure. However, if the editorial board is trying to cast the O’odham communities 
as villains if the freeway is voted down, then they may have succeeded with this slimy piece of pro-freeway 
propaganda.

In their own words:

    “It may seem like a no-brainer for tribal members to approve the freeway on their land. Economic-
development projects typically follow freeways, and this one would provide more access to casinos. But tribal 
members are well aware of the benefits. Their concerns center on increased traffic and air pollution, and loss of 
more land, especially after the state promised but neglected to build interchanges and frontage roads years ago 
on Interstate 10, which cut the reservation in half.”



The editorial board moves on to congratulate 
longtime freeway booster, Phoenix City Councilman 
Sal Diciccio, for uniting enough of his constituents in 
his district of Ahwatukee to force the vote in GRIC. 
Likewise, the Republic applauds Governor Brewer, 
ADOT, and the Maricopa Association of Governments 
for their part in pressuring tribal leaders to accept the 
freeway plan.

So, what I’m hearing the editorial board say is 
that they acknowledge that people in GRIC don’t 
want a big stinking, noisy mess in their community, 
not to mention (since the editorial board conveniently 
left this out) that the tribe had been told by ADOT 
that they can only choose between the on reserva-
tion alignment, or ensure the destruction of a sacred 
site by keeping the freeway off the reservation on the 
Ahwatukee alignment. Neither ADOT, nor the tribal 
government acknowledged the third option of “No 
Build” until they received pressure from grassroots 
groups of Akimel O’odham and Tohono O’odham who 
are organizing in the GRIC communities against the 
freeway.

Those organizing in Gila River are joined by a 
coalition of friends and allies from outside the com-
munity who are also concerned about the effects of yet 
another road or freeway project that will negatively 
impact the valley’s environment and people. Some 
of us have been organizing against the freeway for a 
few months, others for many years now, just as we are 
facing off against a revolving door of bureaucrats and 
moneymen who have been pushing for this project for 
over 30 years.

We are determined to defend South Mountain and 
to put a stop to any extension of the Loop 202. We 
want to live free from toxins in the air, the ground, the 
water, and our bodies. We want these things because 
of our respect for the Akimel O’odham people, the 
original inhabitants of the land (before the colonial 
theft by Spain and subsequent dispossessions by Mex-
ico and the United States), and because we ourselves 
desire a world where we are free from the bonds of 
capitalist “progress” and “growth.”

These are never concepts that are synonymous 
with our individual or collective well being, rather 
it’s the growth for the rich and powerful, it’s the new 
roads and expressways for their goods to travel faster 
on. It’s their capital that accumulates at a quicker rate 
than ever before, progressing leaps and bounds be-
yond last years projections. These concepts are so in 
contrast with the balance required for human life in 

Prog-ress n. 1.[archaic] official 
journey, as of a ruler. 2. historical de-
velopment, in the sense of advance 
or improvement. 3. forward course 
of history or civilization, as in horror 
show or death-trip.

PROGRESS
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the desert that rooting them on is like cheering for the 
growth of a tumor, as it progresses to a terminal stage.

Shutting this freeway down is a first step towards 
the undoing of the damage that has been done to the 
valley for over a hundred years, it is also a step in the 
right direction in letting our neighbors in Gila River 
know that they are not alone in this struggle, nor will 
they be in their next.



SHUTTING THIS FREEWAY DOWN IS A FIRST STEP TOWARDS 
THE UNDOING OF THE DAMAGE THAT HAS BEEN DONE TO 
THE VALLEY FOR OVER A HUNDRED YEARS, IT IS ALSO A 
STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION IN LETTING OUT NEIGH-
BORS IN GILA RIVER KNOW THAT THEY ARE NOT ALONE IN 
THIS STRUGGLE, NOR WILL THEY BE IN THEIR NEXT.



Peering south of Phoenix you see South Mountain standing strongly. From numerous vantage points amidst 
the city, this majestic mountain range embodies the entire horizon—Each peak holding a secret story. Each 
cavern inhabited by animals, plants and spirits. It is nearly impossible to walk from any point in the mountains 
without seeing the writings and messages of the past held preciously by the mountain. 

The transition from South Phoenix to the Gila River Community provides an entirely new perspective. You 
can literally feel the difference in the environment. Beside South Mountain you see the enormous ridges of the 
Estrella Mountains. From here the obnoxious looming smog dissipates a bit. The land itself begins to tell you a 
story of the old rivers and scampering animals that have inhabited it for centuries. 

Now think of a freeway, imagine that freeway tearing apart South Mountain. Think of the sensitive ecosys-
tems stretching from one unique point atop South Mountain to nearby desert places, and points within the Es-
trellas. Know that an invasive freeway would permanently replace that special place in the desert air with eight 
lanes of strangling fumes and steaming unnerving pavement. The earth blasting process preceding this proposed 
eight-lane monster would destroy what is sacred to the O’odham people that inhabit this area.

One might ask, what can I do to stop this freeway from ever being built. Who would be disconnected and 
heartless enough to fathom such an atrocious project? Well the name of the proposed freeway that could do this 
is the Loop 202 a.ka. South Mountain freeway… 

Generally the electoral process serves as the decision maker for these projects. In the desert we have the no-
tion of mirages—A cool abyss amidst a long strenuous journey. Specifically with the state sponsored infrastruc-
ture project of Freeway Loop 202 (proposed adjoining part of larger CANAMEX Highway) the false sense of 
democracy is very much one of a mirage. Not that politicians and the decisions they make do not exist. For it is 
all too painfully true that they and their process dictate an immense portion of the actions playing out around us. 

For some the democracy and the electoral process are the cooling sanctuary of an oasis they yearn for in 
their lives. So many people look to their politicians to be what would save them in a drought. And the Commit-
tees, engineers and officers where do they fall in the mix of this illusion? With the freeway we see International 
Engineering firm HDR given the tasks of providing us with a responsible Environmental Impact Statement 
Report (EISR). We also witness HDR being handed the responsibility of researching the cultural sensitivity sur-
rounding this proposal. With that being said, we ask where are these studies?

Unfortunately we are left to fend for ourselves within a drought true facts pertaining to the impacts the free-
way could have. 

Atop the haze of thickest smog that surfaces above the city; which you can see standing atop South Moun-
tain—You see the beneficiaries of the freeway proposals. Sal diccio, the Maricopa Association of Governors, the 
top players of the Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT), local servants of the Federal Highway Ad-
ministration, the puppets of CANAMEX, fill in the blank. 

Twice the Gila River Indian Council composed and passed resolutions against Freeway Loop 202-once in 
2000 and again in 2005. First why would the same governing body be forced to denounce the freeway within 
a five-year period? Secondly why are the O’odham forced to once again protect their sacred mountain? Why is 
the Gila River Indian community still forced to fight loop 202 a mere seven years later? Let these actions be the 
proof of the shallowness to what the capitalist mirages of democracy offer us. 

Who gets the fat of the freeway proposal and who deals with cleaning the carcinogen purging scraps of this 
colonialist feast? 

These questions of the Loop 202 “settle” before us as chokingly as the past colonization of this land. To fight 
this freeway is to grasp for what little bit of air we have left. The O’odham have been fighting this since the 
original Spanish colonization of this land. 

Now in 2011 know that no oasis resides in any point of the process of colonization. And that is what every 

THE MIRAGE….



idea travelling alongside the broken theory of the proposed CANAMEX freeway is-present day genocide and 
environmental racism in the shadow of free-trade capitalism. To not fight would be the equivalent of throwing 
away the last chance for these sensitive areas to flourish…To essentially give up on breathing and drown in the 
political weight of politicians attempting to hold us down in their murky water of false democracy and muddy 
process. 
 
  WHO GETS THE FAT OF THE FREEWAY PROPOSAL  

AND WHO DEALS WITH CLEANING THE CARCINOGEN PURGING SCRAPS  
OF THIS COLONIALIST FEAST?



by: Gral202

On Wednesday Januray 18, 2011, GRIC members 
attended the Maricopa Association of Governments 
Public Transportation Policy committee (MAG TPC) 
to leave public comments against the South Moun-
tain freeway.

MAG TPC has included the South Mountain free-
way in its 5 year and 20 year Regional Transportation 
Plan. MAG approved to move forward with the “pro-
posal” back in the fall of 2009, despite GRIC’s opposi-
tion. In that time, MAG and ADOT have undermined 
GRIC sovereignty by only presenting choice of route 
to GRIC, not NO BUILD, all without a draft Environ-
ment Statement (EIS). But unfortunately, the commu-
nity is being force to vote on the freeway without an 
EIS. So GRIC members decided to take their concerns 
directly to MAG’s TPC meeting.

GRIC elders and youth voiced their concerns about 
the negative impacts the freeway would have on their 
health, environment and sacred places. Since the free-
way was not an individual agenda item, they left com-
ments during the Call to Public portion of the meeting. 
They ask that the South Mountain Freeway “proposal” 
be on the agenda at the next MAG TPC meeting

Dine’ (Navajo) youth also spoke in solidarity with 
GRIC members.

GRIC MEMBERS 
AND 
SUPPORTERS 
PROTEST 
MAG MEETING

Additionally, more than 40 non-GRIC supporters 
held a protest in solidarity with the GRIC NO BUILD 
effort outside the Maricopa Association of Govern-
ments building. They left NO BUILD comments, 
held NO SOUTH MOUNTAIN FREEWAY banners, 
chanted, passed out informative NO BUILD fliers and 
lectured and engaged the public on why the freeway is 
bad for everybody in the Phoenix area, GRIC and in 
the city. Demonstrators even held banners in the MAG 
chambers during the Public comment period and dis-
rupted the meeting by “mic checking” a statement of 
solidarity against the freeway.

The protest was called for by concerned non-GRIC 
members that live in the greater Phoenix area. For 
more information on non-GRIC NO BUILD efforts, 
please check their website:  
www.nosouthmountainfreeway.wordpress.com

GRIC members and non-GRIC supporters will 
also be attending the January 24 Arizona Dept. of 
Transportation (ADOT) Citizens Transportation 
Oversight Committee.

With less than a month away for the Feburary 7 
GRIC Loop 202 vote, concern GRIC members are 
letting their voices be heard not just on GRIC, but also 
outside the community.



The recent history of Phoenix Arizona has been filled with bad decison after bad decision. Our kids and 
their kids will look back on these last few decades with both amazement and embarassment. We created an 
economy based purely on expansion, expansion with no plan. Suburb after suburb with the same restaurants, 
theatres, bars all packed away in the cleanest of strip malls. And now sitting mostly abandoned, decaying due 
to rushed and poor construction we have what amounts to heaps of cement, stucco and copper.

But we also have something else, a living history. A sort of museum in the desert, detailing exactly how 
we got to this point. We built soulless, and what I mean by soulless is house after house, community after 
community that all look the same. The opposite of individualism, empty of unique quality, the opposite of 
Arizonas history. And we did it because it created revenue and jobs but the irony was how even that, was 
empty and fake. Its easy to understand now, we built and bought homes, created planned, gated communities 
all bought with credit. Are we really so surprised to find ourselves in this moment?

And that moment is absolute crisis, a crisis that the Phoenix politicians and economic elite created with 
the help of people who just wanted to work. Wanted to work without questioning the absolutely ridiculous, 
self serving, insane actions that people making decisions were carrying out. And now we are at this point.

A point where they want to build a freeway in the middle of the desert hoping that yet again developers 
will build more houses. Another TGI Fridays along with A Harkins movie theatre. And magically, people 
will show up. This is insanity. It makes so little sense that the only argument people can even muster up is 
that it will create jobs. Yes, it will but so did the housing market, so does war and so does debt. But none of 
it makes sense, none of it is positive for anyone other than the worker in that very moment. And we now all 
know how brief those moments can be. Is it stubborness in admitting that you were wrong, is it the addiction 
to making that quick dollar or is it something else?

Don't ruin the desert anymore. People are waking up everywhere, worldwide. There will be resistance.

DE-OCCUPY 
PHOENIX

MIC CHECK TO MAG: 
DON’T RUIN THE  
DESERT ANYMORE



A small group of six people 
barged into the lobby of the Ari-
zona Department of Environmental 
Quality (ADEQ) in downtown 
Phoenix last Thursday.  The group; 
composed of O’odham, anarchist, 
and anti-authoritarian people; took 
the action as an act of solidarity 
with all the people who are fighting 
in defense of the sacred San Fran-
cisco Peaks outside of Flagstaff.

As ADEQ has made their deci-
sion to harm the environment, ensur-
ing not quality of life, but quantity 
of profit for the owners of the resort, 
we made no demands of the agency.  
We carried a banner with the simple 
message “Fuck Snow BOWEL, Fuck 
Loop 202, Fuck ADEQ!” and made 
chants of a similar nature. The police 
were contacted by a security guard, 
but we left before the two Capitol 
police arrived.

The struggle to defend the 
Peaks from the ski resort Snow-
bowl have gone on for many years, 

the mountain is a sacred site to 
13 indigenous nations in northern 
Arizona, and Snowbowl is building 
a system to use reclaimed waste 
water to make snow.  The indig-
enous voices have requested for 
years that Snowbowl not construct 
this pipeline, nor expand its opera-
tions by clear cutting over 74 acres 
of trees for a new ski run.

However, Snowbowl couldn’t 
have constructed this pipeline if 
ADEQ hadn’t given the green light 
to snowmaking from treated sew-
age back in 2002.  The ADEQ is 
not an environmental watchdog, 
protecting all of us from the nasty 
fallout from infrastructure, indus-
trial, and recreation projects; no 
they simply manage the risks of 
this fallout for the rich and power-
ful.  ADEQ was confronted be-
cause their claims to protect the 
people and environment is laugh-
able.  Who could imagine that envi-
ronmental quality meant that snow 

made from waste water is a good 
thing for humans, animals, and the 
plant life on the mountain?

We also made this action 
in solidarity with the campaign 
against the proposed loop 202 ex-
tension that would be built through 
Akimel O’odham/Pee Posh land in 
Gila River Indian Community, and 
desecrate South Mountain, a sacred 
site to O’odham people.  We see 
the attacks on indigenous people 
as a continuation of 500 years of 
colonialism, and make no differ-
ence between the damage against 
the Peaks up north and the potential 
for a freeway in Gila River.

For more information on how 
you can help to protect the peaks 
from Snow BOWEL and the poop 
snow, check out:  
WWW.TRUESNOW.ORG

For information on the cam-
paign against the proposed loop 
202 extension, visit 
WWW.NOSOUTHMOUNTAINFREEWAY.
WORDPRESS.COM

NO LOOP 202 NO SNOWBOWEL
SOLIDARITY ACTION!



Update From GRIC Against Loop 202
Greetings.
We have recently learned that the progress to bring the South Mountain 202 extension onto or near our bor-

derlands is moving much faster than we thought.
At this time, we are asking for our supporters to connect with their networks and to help us spread the word 

that NO BUILD is a realistic, very viable option.
The surveys that the GRIC Transportation Technical Team distributed in the Community over the last sev-

eral months were not worded in a way that mentioned or promoted NO BUILD. In our grassroots outreach in 
GRIC, we are encountering the attitude of “the freeway is going to come anyway”. We must combat that atti-
tude. Documents from ADOT (Arizona Department of Transportation) clearly state “GRIC has sole authority to 
decide if and where a freeway might be studied and built on its land. Not building a freeway remains an option. 
If this option is selected, the proposed project would not take place.”

A voter initiative is circulating in the Community that rejects the GRIC (on-reservation) alignment. For 
signatures to be valid, signers must be 1) enrolled GRIC members and 2) registered to vote in GRIC elections. 
If you are not already registered to vote in GRIC, please take the time to register by calling or writing Tribal 
Elections.
 
GRIC Tribal Elections Program
P.O. Box 2204
Sacaton, AZ 85147
(520) 562-9735, 9758

We need supporters to vote on the initiative. We will send updates to alert you on when elections are taking 
place.

However,, as we must keep in mind. We also need to reject the E1/Pecos alignment which blasts through 
Muhadag Do’ag/South Mountain. We are awaiting the EIS (Environmental Impact Statement) from HDR En-
gineering, Inc., a company that is contracted by the Arizona Department of Transportation to complete the EIS. 
Once the EIS is out, the Community will have 45 days to review and comment on the EIS. We will need our 
supporters to voice their opposition to the 202 extension during this comment period. In the meantime, Commu-
nity members can put pressure on council representatives to uphold the 2000 and 2005 GRIC resolutions which 
both stated that Gila River does not want the 202 built.

Please keep in mind that the comment period for the EIS is open to all supporters, O’odham and non-
O’odham.

Details will be forthcoming on other 202 resistance measures for which we need Community support. Once 
again, NO BUILD is the message we need to spread. This is not just for us, but for our children, our ancestors, 
our brothers and sisters.

THE FIGHT TO 

HAS TWO FRONTS!
STOP THE 202  

This is noT jusT for us,  
buT for our children,our ancesTors, 

our broThers and sisTers.



April 26, 2011
O’odham elder Lori Riddle and a group of 

supporters delivered a letter demanding HDR En-
gineering firm do not move forward on Loop 202 
until Gila River Indian Community voice is heard.

HDR, Inc.
(602) 522-7700
3200 East Camelback Road
Suite 350 & Suite 250
Phoenix, AZ85018-2311

The Leter of Demands

Dear HDR
South Mountain is a sacred site to the 

O’odham people, the original people to this 
land. In both the years 2000 and 2005 the Gila 
River Indian Community passed resolutions 
stating that they are against the construction 
of this freeway. The Community is now working 
to pass a referendum for a vote and have their 
opinion on this proposed freeway heard.

We are here today to demand that you do not 
move forward on this project until the voice of 
the Gila River Indian Community is heard. We 
demand that you help assert the Community’s 
right to a vote on the freeway’s construction 
and ultimately we demand That you and ADOT 
be transparent about GRIC’s opportunity of “no 
build” as an option!

We also demand that you you take your 
role in completing the Environmental Impact 
Statement Report for the proposed construc-
tion of freeway Loop 202 and your association 
with the Arizona Department of Transportation 
seriously. We urge you to strongly consider the 
environmental and health risks.

O’ODHAM ELDER AND SUPPORTERS DELIVER LETTER OF 
DEMANDS TO HDR ENGINEERING FIRM



Muhadag Do’ag, the mountain out of which the proposed freeway extension to the 202 is to be carved, is 
a sacred (holy) male mountain. It is the keeper of the stories of the sacred bear in O’odham history. Muhadag 
Do’ag is a healing mountain and is a vital part of the well-being of all O’odham and their culture.

O’odham Rights
PO Box 1835, Sells, AZ, 85634
520-349-5484; oodhamrights@gmail.com

Ofelia Rivas, Founder
May 26, 2011
Declaration for the Ancestors and Descen-

dants of O’odham Lands and O’odham Sacred 
(Holy) Places

ADOT Five Year Program
Communication and Community Partner-

ships
206 South 17th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Arizona Department of Transportation 

(ADOT) State Transportation Board
RE: Opposition Statement to the South 

Mountain Extension to the Loop 202
My name is Ofelia Rivas. I am O’odham. I 

come from a place called Ali Jegk (Little Clearing), a village in the O’odham territory now known as the To-
hono O’odham Nation – a federally recognized Indian reservation here in the state of Arizona.

The original lands of the O’odham are vast and extend north to what is now Phoenix, east to the San Pedro 
River, south to Hermosillo (Sonora, Mexico) and west to what is now called the Sea of Cortez. Throughout our 
lands are permanent and temporary communities and sacred (holy) places.

Prior to the invasion of O’odham lands by the Spaniards, and later by the Anglo Americans, all the bands of 
O’odham co-existed and interacted with each other. They worked together and celebrated the harvest along the 
rivers of Ke’le Ak’mel (Gila River) and Gu Ak’mel (Salt River).

The O’odham had trading routes that connected all the O’odham. They traded goods such as sea salt from 
the south and grains of original O’odham wheat and barley from the river areas. Historically, the O’odham were 
united to insure the protection of sacred places and their people. Our traditional history is an oral history which 
records the formation of our lands, including the volcanic eruptions which formed our landscape and the sacred 
(holy) mountains.

Throughout the O’odham lands the mountains are regarded as Elders that maintain the ancient history and 
stories of the O’odham. The mountains are regarded as sacred (holy), and a living part of Mother Earth. They 
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are identified as female or male. They are given special offerings by each O’odham, including the singing of 
each mountain’s specific song. The offerings are conducted to honor the mountain’s purpose on the land. Offer-
ings can be cornmeal or other sacred ceremonial herbal medicines. The offering song names the mountain and 
the story it tells.

Muhadag Do’ag, the mountain out of which the proposed freeway extension to the 202 is to be carved, is 
a sacred (holy) male mountain. It is the keeper of the stories of the sacred bear in O’odham history. Muhadag 
Do’ag is a healing mountain and is a vital part of the well-being of all O’odham and their culture.

As a young woman of 25, I was traveling through the region accompanied an Elder from a southern 
O’odham village now known as Caborca, in Sonora, Mexico. As we were approaching the sacred mountain of 
Muhadag Do’ag, she started talking about her grandfather who told the history and sang the song of the moun-
tain. She told me about the history of the mountain and the story of the bear. She remembered the song and she 
sang the sacred song. Muhadag Do’ag stands there to teach the O’odham about the region and the history of the 
O’odham.

Today the O’odham face many alterations to our Him’dag – our way of life. Our people are segregated by 
arbitrary borders. Our lands are divided by international, federal, state, and local institutions of political su-
premacy. The best example is the arbitrary international border that cuts in half the traditional O’odham lands, 
leaving part in Mexico, and part in the United States.

These deliberate alterations are attempts to weaken our culture and our connection to the land. The de-
struction of Muhadag Do’ag for the freeway extension would be a continuation of this deliberate process of 
disconnecting the O’odham from their land which itself is part of a campaign of cultural genocide against the 
O’odham – the original people of the land.

We pray in O’odham for Muhadag Do’ag, and for the future of all O’odham. May he continue to stand, 
sacred, strong, and tall for all people of the region. May you understand his purpose. He is an ancient man, who 
is there for healing and protection.

We’s ‘th Ha-jun We’he-jed
Please do not allow the construction of this freeway!
Ofelia Rivas
Founder of the O’odham Rights
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Over a dozen people took to the Maricopa Board of Supervisors office to call out Supervisor Mary Rose 
Wilcox for her support of the loop 202 freeway extension. Below is the text handed out:

A message to Maricopa County Supervisor Mary Rose Wilcox
Mary Rose Wilcox, despite your history of supporting economic projects that have uprooted working class 

and poor people from their land and lives (Bank One Ballpark), you continue to posit yourself as some cham-
pion of immigrant and worker rights. You may believe your presence at the immigrant marches and rallies, your 
purported solidarity with the down trodden and oppressed, makes you a rare breed in Maricopa County and 
perhaps this gains you some credibility in the movement.

“An injury to one is an injury to all,” is the essence of solidarity in action. For we are pro-migrant, and in 
our support of immigrants who have been dispossessed by predatory American trade policies, we recognize that 
it is those trade policies, in particular NAFTA, that are the enemy of all workers in North America. What, then, 
is solidarity when you support all of these conditions that line the pockets of corporations, while keeping indig-
enous people, workers, and immigrants down?

It is your involvement in the Arizona-Mexico Commission that signals your complicity with the exploitation 
caused by neo-liberal trade that continues to impact people’s lives in Mexico by dispossessing them and keeping 
wages in the toilet, forcing the poorest to migrate for survival. This is not solidarity; it is rank political oppor-
tunism. But hypocrisy is like breathing to politicians. Another of the consequences of increased trade between 
Arizona and Mexico are the proposed freeways that would devastate the land and air, in particular the proposed 
Loop 202 freeway extension through the Gila River Indian Community (Akimel O’odham land). Surely, you’re 
aware that the tribe has opposed the freeway extension, as both District 6 in Gila River, and the tribe as a whole 
has previously opposed any new freeway, so it should be no surprise that there continues to be opposition.

You and your staff should take plenty of time to read and understand why O’odham people are fighting for 
their community health and their cultural survival through the defense of their sacred mountain, and why others 
are supporting this fight. Below is a link to an information resource for freeway opposition. We do not speak for 
these groups, nor do we act on anyone’s behalf but our own. We are simply -People Against Freeways-”

NO SOUTH MOUNTAIN FREEWAY

It’s clear that the Phoenix metro area does not need a new freeway. If anything, we need less freeways. As 
mile after mile of asphalt and concrete is poured, set, and dried, the thermometer continues to rise. We can all 
feel the heat these days.
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Dear Editors/ ADOT,

As the June 3 deadline for comments on the proposed routes for the South Mountain extension to the 202 
freeway rapidly approaches, I would like to ask others to help ask for a NO BUILD option to be taken seriously.

It’s disheartening to see Arizona Department of Transportation (ADOT) officials pushing a freeway that 
would ultimately negatively affect the future of Gila River Indian Community (GRIC) members as well as 
Laveen and Ahwatukee residents. Yes, there are two proposed routes for this extension, but how could either be 
a healthy option? To begin with, both routes are less than a mile from each other. The proposed on-reservation 
route would go through GRIC, and would, in the end, result in a loss of approximately 600 acres of tribal land, 
as well as the forced relocation of Akimel O’odham and Pi-Posh families. The off-reservation alignment would 
gouge a 40-story high, 200-yard wide cut into South Mountain, which is sacred to all O’odham and Pi-Posh.

Firstly, I urge everyone to ask themselves what type of options are these for GRIC? Secondly, what hap-
pened to the “no build option’? What ADOT is essentially forcing GRIC to do is take the brunt of this freeway. 
One proposal results in members of the community losing their homes. The other permanently desecrates a 
sacred place to all of the O’odham and Pi-Posh people.

Another glaring fact neglects to publicly address is the environmental and health impacts this freeway 
would have. It is a fact that both “proposals” would bring everlasting harm to the air quality of the Southwest 
Valley. According to the 43rd Avenue air monitor, this area has registered the highest particulate matter readings 
in all of metropolitan Phoenix. At all of the ADOT and Maricopa Association of Governments (MAG) meet-
ings, it was promised that a draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) report would come forth prior to any 
decisions being made on accepting routes. Why hasn’t this happened?

Where are the facts on air, light, and noise pollution for the communities that would be affected? At many 
schools around the valley, children are prohibited from enjoying recess many days out of the year due to ozone 
advisories, when the air is unsafe to breathe for children and the elderly. Where are the statistics on how an 
eight lane addition to Loop 202 would affect the air quality, animals, and environment in direct and surrounding 
areas of the two alignments?

In closing, I ask everyone reading this to urge the Maricopa Association of Governments and ADOT to re-
spect NO BUILD as an option. For more information please see nosouthmountainfreeway.wordpress.com.

Sincerely,
[X]
[Title]
[Contact information (phone, email)]

Support us on our ongoing effort in protecting the Gila River Indian Community’s vital connection with 
Muadag Do’ag (South Mountain) and ensuring the mental, spiritual, and biological well being for today’s and 
tomorrow’s community members, by submitting written comments against the proposed South Mountain Loop 
202 extensions. Here is a sample letter to help:

PLEASE TAKE TIME TO WRITE A LETTER STATING YOUR 
OPPOSITION TO THE SOUTH MOUNTAIN EXTENSION TO 
THE LOOP 202. 


